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AssrRAcr

Cr;ntals of petalite up to 2 metres in length occur in the upper intermediate
quartz + spodurnene * amblygonite (* petalite) zone (5) adjacent to the pollucite
body in the upper parB of the Tanco pegmatite. Petalite is frequently penetrated by
fine-grained symplectites of spodranene and quartz, and by coarser aggregates of parallel
spodunene frbers embedded in quartz. Euhedral tabular masses ol these fibrous spodu-
mene * quartz intergrowtls also occur abmdantly in tlre lower intermediate K*Ieldspar
f albite * quartz * spodumene (* amblygonite) zone (4).

Chemical anallaes, dursities, and quantitative r-ray powder difrractorneter deter-
minations show that the bulk oomposition of the spd * qtz intergrowtlu is close to
that of petalite and these res'ults taken with the textural widence show that the
spd * qtz intergrowths originated by the breakdovnr of petalite. As shown by orperi-
mental datq this reaction was caused most probably by temperature decrease (Stewart
1963). The coarseness of the spd * qtz aggregates, the considerable volwne reduation
dr:ring their formation, and the consequent local migration of silica orplain the devia-
tions of then bdk compositions lrom that of petalite.

Another t1'trre of spodrmrene Grurs as coarse mlumnar aggregates in the quartz cores
(zone (7)). Some of this could be primary, but at least a part d it originad by
recrystallization of the spodumene * quartz intergrowths. The only spodumene that
is almost certainly primary is a third type that occurs in the central intermediate
K-feldspar * albite * quartz (* beryl * wodginite) zone (6), rvhere it is intergrown
with quartz in the interstices of the feldspars.

The physical properties and chemical compositions are presmted for different
petalite and spodurnene varieties, and their alterations are described. The relations
between petalitg spodrmreng and pollucite both in nature and in orperimental systems
are discussed.

INrnonucnox

The Tanco (Chemalloy) pegmatite at Bernic Lake in southeastern
Manitoba contains, besides the tantalum minerals which are now being
mined, and the well-known giant pollucite bodies, large amounts of lithium
minerals. Figs. 2 and 3 in Crouse & Cernf (1972) show that the spodumene-
bearing and spodumene-rich zones constitute nearly half of the total
volume of the pegmatite body. This spodumene has a very low iron content,
and it thus has a potential use not only as a source of lithium but also for
high refractory ceramics.
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fu well as being of potential economic value, the spodumene from the
Tanco pegmatite is important from a petrological viewpoint. Most spo-
dumene occurs as oriented intergrowtbs with quartz in aggregates whose
outer shape strikingly resembles large crystals of petalite that have been
found here recently in substantial amounts. (M. H. Frohberg identified the
first petalite specimens from this pegmatite in 1962; D. B. Stewart, pers.
comm. 1971). This strongly suggests a close genetic relationship between
these two minerals, and this may give information about the conditions
under which the Tanco pegmatite originated. The present paper gives
mineralogical data on the petalite and the spodumeng and describes their
paragenetic relations leading to conclusions regarding their genesis.

OccunnsNcr

Petalite occun mainly in the upper intermediate spd * qtz * amb
(+pet) zone (5), particularly in the upper parts adiacent to the abnost
monomineralic pollucite zone (8) (see Figs. 2,3 and list of zones in Crouse
& Grnf L972). It forms log-shaped crystals up to 2 metres in length, im-
bedded in quartz and associated mainly with amblygonite-montebrasite,
microcline-perthite, pollucite, and minor albite. Veinlets of fine-grained
spodumene * quartz synplectites and parallel aggregates of fibrous spo-
dumene intergrown with quartz penetrate most of the petalite crystals.
Petalite is found also in the lower intermediate Kf * ab + qtz * spod
(* amb) znne (4), but is rare in this assemblage, and it usually forms
only patches within fibrous spdumene * quartz.

Three types of spodumene may be distinguished (besides the microscopic
accessory spodumene found by Wright (1963) veining the pollucite boilis
(8) and disseminated in the albitic aplite (3)) :

Typu A - Tabular aggregates up to 2 metres across of waterclear,
fi.brous spodumene intergrown with quartz, with the spodumene fibers
normal to the larger "faces" of the tabular masses. The spodumene fibers,
occasionally flattened, range up to l0 cm in size. This typ constitutes at
least 90/e of all the spodumene in the pegmatite, and it is found in zones
( ) and (5).

Type B - Lath-shaped crystals of white spodumene, up to 1.5 metres
in length, usually in slightly divergent bundles. These occur in the areas
where zone (5) is transitional into the quartz mres (7), and in quartz-rich
portions of zone (5) itseff. This type has never been found in contact with
or in the close neighbourhood of, petalite.

Typu C - Fibrous and columnar spodumene up to several cm in
length, waterclear to pale greenish, embedded mostly in quartz, and inter-
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stitial to microcline-perthite and albite in the central intermediate Kf *
ab * qtz (* ber * wod) zone (6). This type lacls the outer tabular
shape of the spd * qtz intergrowths of the type A, although in some cases
it is similar in texture-

MrNrnar.ocv

Experimental method.s
X-ray powdbr diffraction data were recorded on a Philips Norelco dif-

fractometer using Cu/Ni radiation and CuKo, : i.54051 A. In order to
yield accurate spacings, fluorite annealed at 800"C (a : 5.4620 A) was
used as internal standard for the petalite pattems, but s,podumene records
were calibrated with quartz (using the 20 values of Frondel 1962) because
of coincidence of the usable fluorite peaks with spodumene reflections. Least
squares refinements of the unit cell dimensions were performed by means
of the self-indexing computer program of Evans et at. (1963), modified by
D. E. Appleman.

For the quantitative phase analyses of the spd * qa aggregates by r-ray
powder diffractometV, the rotating sample holder was used. The intensities
of the quartz reflection l0[1 and of the spodumene reflections22l and 310
were recorded six times for each of three difierent mounts of a single sample.
The mounting technique of Bristol (1966) was used to minimize preferred
orientation of the spodumene. The intensity ratio (l0Tlq :Vr(221" +
310") was used to express the quantitative ratio of the two minerals, and
this ratio was plotted on a calibration curve obtained by the same r-ray
procedure from known mixtures of pure quaftz and spodumene.

Densities were determined on a Berman torsion balance. Immersion
liquids checked on the refractometer were used with sodium light to deter-
mine the refractive indices. Chemical analyses were carried out with the
alkalis determined by atomic absorption spectrometry, H2O + by the Pen-
field method, and the remaining elements by x-ray fluorescence spectro-
graphy.

Petalite

This mineral forms large log-shaped to long tabular crystals. As far as
can be concluded from rough measurements of interfacial angles and from
the orientation of the characteristic cleavages (very good on {001} and
poor on {201}, the crystals show the usual forms and habit ; they are pris-
matic along q with {001} and {010} in the prism zone and {110} and
{201} in the determination (cf. Deer et al. L963a, p.271). The colour is dark
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grey to grey in fresh specimens, frequently transparent white. A milky or
opaque white colour indicates incipient alteration.

Three specimens were selected for detailed study, a dark grey and a
white material frorn a small crystal embedded in pollucite and quartz
(BLM-S0g and BLM-S0w respectively), and another white sample from a
giant crystal adjacent to pollucite (BLM-51). Chemical analyses of these
three specimens are given in Table l, where it may be noted that the
specimen BLM-51 was found, on the basis of Cs content, to be contaminated
by pollucite; this was mnfirmed by x-ray powder pattem. The admixture
was deducted from the analysis using the composition of the Tanco pollucite
published by Nickel (1961).

Recalculation of the chemical analyses based on 20 oxygens per uriit
cell gave formulae closely fitting the theoretical composition LiAlSinOro

Taam 1. CHpivrrcst C.ovrposrnoNs op Pgrer:tr AND oF
Strac:sn Spooutrswr t Quanz Accnscarns

663

Petalite Spodrunene * quartz

BLM-50
grey

BLM-50
white

BLM-511 Bt 4-51
realc.'

sio2
Alzoa
Fe203

Mso
CaO

Li2o

Na2O

&o
Rb2o
Cs2O
Hzo+
Hzo-

PzOs

77.85

16.60
0.053

0.028

0.01
4.54
0.145

0.050

0.036
0.136
0.37

0.13

0.03

77.60
16.66

0.053

0.012
0.00

4.84

0.1 l7
0.040

0.016

0.021
0.47

0.11

0.04

76.85

17.16

0.036
0.020

0.04

428
0.283

0.280

0.1M

0.977
0.66
0.13

0.03

77.66
n.n
0.034

0.020

0.04
4.41

0236

0.287

0.082

77.14
16.30

0.11

0.009

0.0r

4.49
4.25

0.063

0.016

0.005
0.25

0.08
U.UJ

1 ( . U J

16.83

0.14

0.021

0.16

4.46
0280

0.032

0.007

0.010

0.30
0.10

0.050.03

100.85 100.00 98.71

Analysts, K. Ramlal and R M. Hill" 1969.
' Petalite contaminated by pollucite.

" Recalculated to 100/6 petalite by deducting the admked pollucite on the basis o[
the CqO cbntent and the analysis of the Tanco pllucite in Nickel (1961).
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(LirO.AlrOs.4Siq), and showing no significant difierences among the
tlree specimens (Table 3). All are slightly deficient in silica which seems
to be usual with petalitg but they show a muih better occq)ancy of the
lithium positions than do most of the relatively modern analyses collected
by Deer et al. (1963a, p. X2). This contradicts the lithium-deficient
formulae proposed by Comucci (1915; L|2O.2AI2O".4SiO,) and Mikkola &
Wiik (1947; 4LirO.5AlrOs.4SiO2), and is in agreement with the structure
analysis of Zemann-Hedlik & Zemann (1955).

The optical properties agree well with those quoted in the literature
for most petalites examined to date (Table 4) ; no specimen approaches the
exceptionally high birefringence of the Hirvikallio petalite (Vesasalo 1959).
The specific gravities (Table 4) also compare well with most published
values. The unit cell dimensions (quoted in Table 5) are close to those
determined by Zemann-Hedlik & Zemann (1955) ; no powder reflections
were lound at around 15 A, indicative of a doubled c period found by Goss-
ner & Mussgnug (1928) and Tavora (1952).

Spodumene
Type A is flbrous, waterclear and colourless, and usually anhedral. In

coarse aggregateso however, the flbers show predominant {100} and sub.
ordinate {110} in the prismatic zone. Type B is coarse columnar and shows
the same forms in various extent and qualiry. Type C occuxs as greenish
stalks with cross-sections that are usually equant and with the form {010}
in addition to {100} and {110}.

The chemical analyses of the spodumene specimens are given in Table 2.
The only spodumene that could be obtained perfectly pure for chemical
analysis is that of type B (specimens SPD-I, SPD-2A). The type A samples
(BLM-33, BLM-34, SPD-28) were recalculated from analyses of spd *
qtz mixtures on the basis of the theoretical content of AlrOu, 27.4 wt. /6,
and thus their unit cell contents (given in Table 3) should be taken with
caution. Their main purpose is to enable one to compare directly the
amounts of minor elements in A-type samples with those in the pure B-typu
samples. The iron and sodium weight percentages of the type C samples
(BLM-ll and BLM-12) can be compared with those of types A and B in
Table 2.

The A and B types show practically the same composition, with only
negligible amounts of iron and sodium. Consequently, their optical proper-
ties and densities (Table 4), and their unit cell dimensions (Table 5) agree
well with those published for other pure spodumenes (cf. Deer et aI.
1963b, Haapala 1966). The partial analyses of the type C specimens show
about the same contents of iron and sodium as the other types, but slight
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changes in optical properties : the refractive index is slightly lower and
the birefringence slightly higher than those of the rypes A and B.

It is worth mentioning that the analyses of spodumene B, and of Haa-
pala's (1966) Haapaluoma spodumene, correspond to the theoretical
LiAlSirO. composition much better than any of the analyses collected by
Deer et al. (1963b). All the analyses are deficient in lithium and show,
as noted by Deer et al., some excess of silicon. Low lithium contents also
characterize most of the Russian analyses of spodumene quotd by Vlasov
et al. (1964).

RsLATroNs BETwEEN Pstalrrs enp Sponuurrvn

fu mentioned in the second section, most petalite is penetrated by either
fine-grained or fibrous spodumene, intergrown with quartz. The fine-grain-
ed veinlets are characteristic of specimens consisting largely of ,petalite,
whereas the fibrous aggregates contain only small patclres of petalite.

Trrl-n 2. CnsvrrcAl Couposrrroll or Spoouurrvr

Type B Type A Type C

SPDI SPD-2A SPD-2B1 BLM.TIl BLM.34I BLM-II BLM.I2

si02

AI203
Fe2O3

Mgo

CaO
Li2o

Na2O

Kzo
Rb2O
CszO

Hzo+

Hzo-
Pzor

63.45

n.40
0.053

0.012

0.16

7.87

0.114
0.038
0.002

0.001
0.30

0.ll

0.02

63.20

27.68

0.087
0.013

0.00

7.80

0.125
0.019
0.001

0.001

0.36
0.08

0.03

63"93

27.40

0.053

0.016

0.00
8.01

0.148
0.035
0.006

0.002

028
0.08

0.04

63.68

27,40
0.18

0.015
0.02

a.cJ

0.378

0.106
0.026

0.008

0,42
0.13

0.08

63.72

27.40

422
0.034

026

7.10

0.450

0.052
0.012
0.016

0.49

0.16
0.08

0.15

7.32

025

0.35

7.50

0.2r

99.53 I00.00

Analysts, K Ramlal and R M. Hill, 1969.
t Recalculated from analyses of samples containing quartz, on the basis of ideal

Al2Os content n.4 wt.% of LiAlSi2O6, and adding SiOz to 100%.
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The veinlets follow predominantly the two cleavages of petalite (Figs.

I and 2), and consist of roughly equidimensional skeletal crystals of spodu-
mene finely intergrown with quartz, which are not apparent without
crossed nicols. Each mineral usually shows a uniform optical orientation in
a single symplectitg even when its individual grains seems to be isolated by

the other phase. The patchy symplectites show neither preferred orienta-
tion, nor any obvious crystallographic relationship to the host petalite.

The parallel aggregates of fibrous spodumene are also intergrown with
grairry quartz (Fig. 3). The spodumene displays a strict parallelism with
respect to the c (fiber) axis, but the a and b axes show considerable diver-
gence, although mostly concentrated around a preferred setting. In the few
specimens where the spodumene-petalite relation could be unambiguously
established, the spodumene flbers were found to be oriented parallel to
both cleavages and optical Z oI petalite; thus c of spodumene is parallel
to b of petalite.

The fibrous spd + qtz aggregates showing a regular orientation to
petalite are similar to the tabular masses of flbrous spodumene * quartz
of the type A, the aggregation characteristic of the vast majority of spodu-
mene in zones (4) and (5). The general resemblance in structure is
strengthened as well by the outer shape of these spd + qtz intergrowths
which frequently display the characteristic habit of petalite (Fig.4). This

Tarrs 3. UN'rr Csrr C,oxrprsrs or Prrarrrs exn Spopuupmr

Li Na K Rb Cs Ca Mg A1 Fe3+

Petalite

BLM-50
grey

BLM.sO
white

BLM-s1

Spodumene

I SPD-I
Tvpe B i

I sPD-24

f sPD-28
Tvoe A .{ sLNI-ss

I
I BLM-34

1.870 .04

1.999 .023
1.8r0 .047

3.963 .027
3.932 .030

4.0r0 .036

3.801 .091
3.565 .lm

.006

.003

.005

.017 .002

.008

- .021 .042
- .002

.002 .003

.034 .006

.006 .002 .006 .001 .0M 2.006 .004

.005 .001 .001 - .0u2 2.016 .w4

.037 .005 - .004 .003 2.070 .008

7.983

7.972

7.933

.003

.027

4.044 .N5 7.950 .002
4.091 .008 7.94 .003

4.020 .005 7.961 .004

4.038 .01? ?.96I .008

4049 .006 7.994 .008

Recalculated on the basis of 20 oxygens per unit cell o'f petalite, and, 24 otygens
per rmit cell of spodrmrene.
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suggests a possible formation of all this spodumene and quartz by a break-
down of petalite, known already from other localities, which may be ex-
pressed as follows :

LiAlSinO,o -+ LIAISLO. + 2SiO,

97.2 75.6 (mol. volumes in As, A =
\-- -3g.7As : -18.6 volvmefs)

212.5 172.8

60.2 39.8 (wt.%)

56.3 43.7 (voI. /o)
2.41 

. 
3.16_ 2.65 (sp. gr,)

2,97 (aggregate density)

Ginzburg (1948) was the first author to explain by this reaction the

close association of petalite and spodumene * qlJartz intergrowths, in the

Kalbinsky Range, U.S.S.R., pegmatites. Other occurrences of these spd *

qtz aggregates after petalite were described by Quensel (1948), Ginzburg

& Gushtchina (1954), Stan6k (1954), Vesasalo (1959), Neuvonen &

Tenu 4. Fnvsrc.al. Pnoprnrrrs or Prrar.rrs elfo SpoouMrNs

o p y y-.' 7,:: density

Petalite

BLM-50 grey

BLM-50 white

BLM.s1

Spotlumene

I 
BLM-33

Type A I BLM-34

I spo-zs
I spo-t

Trpe B 
I sro_za

I sl-ra-tt
Type c 

I nr*-rz

2" Z42o

4o 2.39s

3' 2.414

26" n-d.

27" n.d.

n" n.d.

2.f," 3.153
250 3.156

24o n.il.

25.o n.d.

I.CUJ

1.504

1.504

1.661

1.660
1.661

1.660
1.661

1.658

I.659

1.511
1.510

1.510

1.666

1.665

1.667

1.666

1.667

1.666
l .ooJ

1.516
1.517

1.516

1.676
r . o  10

r.677
1.675
1.677

r.677
1.6?8

0.011
0.013

0.012

0.015

0.016
0.016

0.0r5
0.016

0.019
0.019

1 Petalite. " Spodumena
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Vsasalo (1960), Cooper (1964), and Hensen (1967) I however, Quensel
and Cooper did not recognize the nature and origin of these pseudomorphs.

The reaction was studied experimentally by Stewart (1963), who also
examined the spd + qtz intergrowths from several localities (unpublished
data; D. B. Stewart, private comm. 1969). Of 25 specimens of spd * qtz
aggregates from the Tanco pegmatite, he found lg to have densities be-
tween 2.75 and 3.00, and the remaining 6 have lower values (the ideal
aggregate density is 2.97). He obtained similar data for material from
Bikita and Varutriisk.

In the present study, we determined the phase composition of 14 spd
* qa intergrowtls from zone (5) by quantitative r-ray powder difirac-
tometry. The results are shown in Fig. 5, and they indicate that most

Taarr 5. UNrr Cnrr DMsNsroNs or Prrar:rrs aNo SpoourvrsNl

cAbAaA

Petalite

BLM-50w

BLM-5I

Spodumene

I rr-na-::
I

Type A 
I 

BLM-34

I
I seo-zr

I sen-r
rypu Bj

I SPD-2A

I rwr-rr
Tvpe Cl

I
( BLM-12

BLM-50g n.777
+ .010

11.773
+ .008

tl.n6
-f .008

9.469
-f .003

9.466
-F .003

9.469

I .m4

9.465
-F .004

9.467

I .004

9.456
-r- .002

9.467
-f .m3

5.tn
+ .005

5.128

i .004
5.132

t .004

8.390

i .002

8.394

:L .002
8.387

a .002

8.392
+- .002

8.393
-r .002

8.302

i .002
8.381

! .002

7.632

i .004
7.630

I .003
7.628

* .005

52t5

a .005

5.218
:L .0&l

5.216

* .006
5.27

-F .006

5.2r3
t .006

52r1

:E .005
5.216

! .006

113" g',

= 5

l13"  9 '
- F Y

lL3" !
+ 4

lLl'r/
J- 2'

110' l l '
- f Z

l l0 '  8 '
-f. 3'

110" 5 '
ll'

l l 0 ' 9 '

I J

1100 g'

- F Y

n0'ly
= J
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specimens contain quartz vrithin t 7% of the amount required by the
breakdown of petalite, with a tendency towards lower quartz percentages.
Two specimens close to the theoretical spd/qtz ratio were chemically
analyzed, (Table 1) and found to be almost identical to petalite in com-
position. Characteristically, the spd * qtz aggregates are higher in sodium
and show about the same content of iron as the parent petalite, as found
also by Cooper (1964).

The textural and compositional data thus indicate that the tabular
spd * qtz intergrowths in the Tanco pegmatite originated by the break-
down of petalite. This mode of formation also explains the remarkably low
iron content of the spodumene. The petalite structure can incorporate only a
limited amount of Fe8- (most chemical analyses show only very feur 0.X/p
FerOr; see also Table 1), and the spodumene produced by its breakdown

inherits its low iron content. On the other hand, some sodium is probably

introduced during the reaction ; sodium and/or iron admixture is considered

Frc. l. Veinlets of the spcdumene f quartz symplectite following the two eleavages
of petalite. Thin section // to (010) of pgtalite, plane polarized light.

Ftc. 2. Detail from Fig. 1, showing tlle spodumene f quartz aggxegates growing
inegularly from a straight cleavage fissure in petalite; the latter is clouded by cookeite
and calcite. This section // to (010) of petalite, plane polarized lighr

669
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to be essential for spodumene crystallization in syntheses (Deer ef ol.
1963b).

Stewart's results quoted earlier indicated a highcr quartz content in
most aggregates than required by the reaction, and this may be explained
by the volume relations in the reaction. The spd + qtz aggregates show a
volume reduction in relation to petalite, and this could be easily balanced
by quartz enrichment. Quartz is the most abundant component of zone (5),

and almost solely encompasses the petalite crystals and the spd * qtz
aggregates (Figs. 4, 6, B, 9). The trends towards a lower qlartz content in
the specimens x-rayed by the present authors reflects an improper selection
of samples : as realized later, the spodumene-enriched parts of the inter-
growths are easier to collect in large one-piece specimens, particularly in
the walls of the mine drifts, and thus it is likely that they were uncon-
sciously favoured in sampling.

Fic. 3. A fine grained spodumene * quartz intergrowth showing a tendency of
spodumene to form parallel fibrous aggregates. This section, plane polarized light.

Frc. 4. Wedge-shaped spodumene f quartz pseudomorphs after petalite in quartz,
zone (5). Note tle orientation of spodumene fibers normal to the longer edges of the
intergrowths (upper right). The hammer head is 20 cm long.
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The coarse crystals of the B-type spodumene, which are confined to the
quartz-rich portions of zone (5) and to the quartz cores (7), may represent
a primary spodumene, but at least some of them could also be secondary
after petalite. Fig. 6 shows a cluster of coarse, slightly divergent spodu-
mene blades that probably originated by recrystallization of the transected
spd * qtz intergrowth along a late fissure. Many similar relations have
been observed in the underground workings.

The greenish C-type spodumene from zone (6) lrequently forms sub-
parallel aggregates embedded in quartz, but these give no indication of
petalite morphology, and their compositions, as estimated visually in hand
specimens, show broad variations. Furthermore, irregular groups of in-
dependent crystals are more a rule than an exception, the physical
properties are slightly different and the iron content tends to be higher
in some cases. For these reasons we consider this spodumene to be a primary
phase.

(  |  s p o d  2 2 1 + l  s p o d  3 l O )  / 2

I  q t z  l o l l

2  q t z + s p o d

50 WT.% qtz
50 wT,o/o

Frc. 5. Quantitative r-ray powder diffractometer determination of the phase com-
position of the spodumene * quartz intu.rgrowths. The solid line is the best line tfuough
five calibration points, each of which was the mean o,f 18 separate records. The dashed
lines subparallel to the calibration curve show the standard deviation of the standards.
The dashed 2 qu I spd line indicates the mmpcsition corresponding to that of
oetalite.
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Arrnnerrow on Prrar,rrs exp Sponulrswr

Petalite is in places replaced by radiating, fan-shaped cleavelandite
"stuffed" with tiny grains of qtJartz. Fine fibrous spodumene was found
with some of these albite * quartz aggregates. Later alteration commonly
produced adularia and cookeite in irregular patches and veinlets, and
cookeite with calcite disseminated in microscopic grains throughout the
petalite blocks. Massive, cleavage-controlled layers of adularia, cookeite,
quartz, and calcite are rather exceptional.

Coarse spodumene of the B-type was not found altered. The fibrous

spd + qtz aggregates (type A) are frequently cut by veinlets of albite

finely intergrown with quartz, especially in the central parts of the albite
crystals. Late alteration produced various assemblages consisting of albite,
adulariao quartz, cesian analcime, cesian beryl, apatite, lithophosphate,

montmorillonite-illite, and calcite (cf. eemi 1972b). The greenish spodu-

mene of type C was occasionally found altered into a fine-grained mixture
of cookeite, quarrz and calcite.

Frc. 6. A spodrmrene * quartz pseudomorph alter petalite (striated) in
quartz (white) oI zone (5). The fibrous spd t qtz aggregate is cross-cut by
ccarse-blad:d spodumene (bla&) and coarse quartz growing along a fissure
visible in th: neighbouring quartz.

ru
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DrscussroN

The present work along with other related studies has established that
petalite was the only primary lithium silicate in zones (4) and (5) (with
the status of eucryptite uncertain; cf.Grn! 1972a), and that it was later
converted to spodumene * quartz. Some of these pseudomorphs were later
recrystallized into coarse spodumene blades that occur in the quartz-enrich-
ed parts of zone (5) and in the quartz cores (7), but some oI this spodu-
mene could also be primary. Greenish spodumene from the feldspar inter-
stices in zone (6) has most of the characteristics of a primary phase.

The p-T relationships of the crystallization inten/al of a lithium peg-
matite are shown in Fig. 7 along with the stability field of petalite as
determined experimentally (lahns & Burnham 1958, Stewart 1963). Since
the bulk lithium content of the Tanco pegmatite could be considered
slightly higher than that of the Harding pegmatite used by Jahns & Burn-
ham, its magmatic interval would be shifted to slightly lower temperatures
(cf. Wyllie& Tuttle 1964 on the influence of Li on granitic melts).In any

Frc. 7. Stability field o'f petalitg the spodunene * quartz region at
higher pressures and lower temperatures (acr:ordmg to Stewart 1963, fuIl
lines), and the crystallization intenral of the Harding Nerr Menico, pegmatite
(acco'rding to Jahns & Bumhara. 1958, dashed lines) ; exrapolations dotted.

I
I
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case, the stability field of petalite overlaps most of the magmatic crystalliza-
tion range of a lithium-rich pegmatite, and the convenion of petalite into
spodumene and quartz emerges as a consequence of temperature decrease,
rather than a pressure rise within a very restricted temperature range.
' This does not necessarily mean, however, that all the Tanco petalite

crystallized from a magma. On the contrary, the textural and compositional
relationships observed in the mine, particularly in the lower parts of zones
(4) and (5), strongly suggest that it crystallized from a gaseous phase
separated by resurgent boiling from an originally homogeneous melt (Fig.
8). Jahns & Burnham (1958, 1969) produced similar textures experi-
mentally, and proved them to originate by magmatic crystallization of
"residual" sodic aplite overlain by very coarse-grained quartz, K-feldspar
and lithium silicates precipitated from a coexisting supercritical gas.

Stewafi (1963, priv. comm. 1969) found that the assemblages crystal-
lizeld from a supercritical fluid always show quartz predominating over
feldspar. This is typical of the spodumene-rich (originally petalite-rich)
zone (5) which consists mainly of quartz and spd + qtz aggregates

Frc. 8. A typical texture from the lower parts of the Tanco pegnatite, with the
feldspathic wall zone ((2) -ab + Kf + qtz * mu) overlain by undulating albitic aplite
((3) - ab) and this encircled by a {eldspar-1nor "facies" of the furtermediate zone
((4)-qtz*spil*qtz*a-m). Note the spodr.nnene * quartz pseudomorphs after
petalite radiating from the surface of the aplite into quartz.
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(petalite) with subordinate amblygonite-montebrasite and minor K-feld-
spar, pollucite, and albite; a typical example of amblygonite-montebrasite
and spd * qa pseudomorplu 'ofloating" in quartz is shown in Fig. 9. (It

must be stressed that the apparent crystallization sequence in this figure -

petalite growing on amblygonite - is frequently reversed, and amblygonite-
montebrasite commonly occurs attached to petalite crystals or fllling in
irregular interstices among them.)

The first alteration of both petalite and spodumene was a replacement
by albite. There is no evidence to indicate whether this metasomatism was
a single event afiecting both minerals simultaneously or a repeated reaction
under different conditions. All late products - adularia, cookeite, cesian
analcime, calcite, etc. - undoubtedly originated at very low temperatures
under alkaline hydrothermal conditions, as discussed elsewhere (eemy

r972b).
All the possible implications of these petalite - spodumene relations

and of the mode of petalite crystallization in relation to the general
petrology of the Tanco pegmatite will be evaluated at a later datg after

Frc. 9. A'typical aggregation of amblygonite.montebrasite and spodumene * quartz
pseudomorphs after petalitg "floating" rn quartz of the lower parts of the intermediate
zone (5). The relative age of the spodtmrene * quartz pseudomorphs and amblygonite-
montebrasite is frequently reversed in other parts ol the same zone.
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additional data on other minerals and assemblages have been accumulated.
At present, however, at least some general observations related to the
petrology of petalite may be pointed out:

(i) Petalite has been described associated mainly with quartz and
microcline-perthite in the Tanco pegmatite, in the upper parts of the
Bikita, Southern Rhodesia deposit (Cooper 1964), in the pegmatites oI
Central fuia (Rossovskii & Klotchkova 1965), at Luolamiiki, Finland
(Mikkola & Wiik 1960; Neuvonen & Vesasalo 1960), and in the Nov6
Ves pegmatite in Southern Bohemia (Standk & Cech 1958; J. Stand( priv.
comm. 1970). In the lower petalite-bearing zones of the Bikita pegmatite
(Cooper 19&), and in the spodumene-rich zone of the Silverleaf lithium
pegmatite in S.E. Manitoba (unpublished data by the authors), petalite
and./or spd * qtz are embedded in a matrix of quartz, Li-mica and albite
with albite constituting less than l\/s of the whole assemblage; in addi-
tion, K-feldspar is abundant in this association at Bikita. In pegmatites
where petalite is associated mainly with albite, this feldspar has been found
to be a late metasomatic product, replacing also K-feldspao" (e,g. Stan€k
1954, Neuvonen & Vesasalo 1960, Ginsburg & Gushtchina 1954, J. Stan6k,
priv. comm. 1970). The same relations seem to hold in the Varutriisk
pegmatite, although Quensel's description does not present a clear picture
of the general petalite-feldspar relations.

Thus petalite is found associated with either K-feldspar, or K-feldspar
with minor albite, or it occurs in assemblages poor in both feldspan. It
seems to prefer to be associated with K-feldspar, and where albite is abun-
dant, it is always of later metasomatic oriStn.

The close association of petalite with K-feldspar is most probably caused
by the physical nature and specific composition of the common parent
medium. The quartz-ricJr coarse-grained assemblage oI petalite, quartz and
K-feldspar of the Tanco zone (5) is also typical of the upper parts and/or
cores of the other petalite-bearing pegmatites referred to above, and this
suggests a precipitation of these minerals from a supercritical gas in all
of them (cf. Fig. 8).As shown by Jahns & Burnham (1958, 1969) and
discussed by tahns & Tuttle (1963), potassium and lithium are preferen-
tially leached from a magma into a coexisting gaseous phase, whereas most
of the sodium remains in the melt, and thus, control of the ehemical com-
position of the parent medium over the crystallization of petalite seems
improbable. Despite the lack of petalite * primary albite assemblages in
nature, petalite can be crystallized without difrculty in sodium-rich labora-
tory systems producing coexisting albite (D. B. Stewart, priv. mmm. 1970).

(ii) The usual association of petalite and pollucite has been known
since the last century, although it is not as inviolable as suggested by the
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petalite synon)ryn castorite. In lithium pegmatites the conditions for the

crystallization of petalite rather t-han some other lithium silicate are con-

trolled mainly by temperature and pressure, whereas pollucite formation

requires an exceptionally high concentration of cesium as an additional

factor. Thus it is possible for petalite to occur alone in lithium pegpatites

that were qot sufiiciently enriched in Cs to form pollucite. However, the

concentration of Cs seems to occur preferentially in a low pressure environ-

ment, as shown by Melentjev (1961), and low-pressure pegmatites are

those in which petalite could be expected (Fig. 7). Thus a leql'prmsure

regime favouring cesium enrichment in a lithium pqlmatite tends to pro-

duce the "mythological" petalite (castorite) - pollucite pair,
(iii) In petalite- and pollucite-bearing pegmatites in which most petalite

has been converted to spd * qtz, the persisting petalite which survived

breakdown and later alteration is found in the close neighbourhood of, or

in immediate contact with, pollucite. The distribution of petalite in the

Tanco pegmatite clearly shows this relation. The same relationship can be

seen in the cross-sections of the Varutrdsk pegmatite (Quensel 1956, Plate

V, Fig.2), and in some parts of the Bikita pegmatite (Cooper 1964' Fig.3).

While the reasons for this phenomenon are still obscure, and while there

are undoubtedly other factors influencing the metastable persistence of

petalite, the frequent close association of persisting petalite with pollucite

must have some importance in the preservation of the lormer. (It is possible

that some minor elements may stabilize the petalite structureo or that

petalite may persist as a result of being shielded from fluids, or a local

absence of sodium may be the answer; large petalite-bearing areas of the

Bikita and Varutriisk pegmatites seem to carry no pollucite.)
(iv) Besides the most common blocky variety of petalite constituting

economically important zones and originating at a relatively high tempera-

ture, olher types of petalite are known that were formed under low-tem-

perature and low pressure "alpine vein" conditions. Ginzburg & Gushtchina

(1954) reported two late generations of petalite - one formed in open

vugs at the expense of earlier spodumene and petalite together with adu-

laria, quartz, and some albite, the other either coating this assemblage as

fine needles or forming independent veinlets in the early minerals.

This suggests that petalite can not only exist below the lower tempera-

ture limit of its stability (as discussed above), but that it can also originate

from hydrothermal solutions at very low p-T conditions. Because of slug-
gish reaction rates, it has not been possible to establish the petalite/spodu-

mene * quartz boundary at pressures lower than 2 kb (D. B. Stewart,

pers. comm. 1969). An extrapolation to lower pressures would leave the

petalite field out of the temperature range of alpine vein crystallization
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(400 - 200oC) even if the boundary curves gently towards lower tem-
peratures (Fig. 7). However, a hydrothermal synthesis of petalite at 330 -
450oC was performed by Barrer & White (1951), and rhus petalite has
been shown to originate under these conditions, at least metastably.

(v) fu shown earlier, the spd * qt" pair forms either cleavage-con-
trolled veinlets of seemingly unoriented patchy symplectites in petalite, or
parallel fibrous aggregates that seldom contain any petalite relics. It is
difiicult to imagine that. all the parallel fibrous aggregates had to pass
through, and recrystallize from an earlier stage consisting of the unoriented
patchy symplectites. It is more probable that the parallel fibrous material,
overwhelmingly predominant over the other type, originated en masse and
simultaneously during the initial temperature decrease below the limits of
the petalite stability field in large parts of the petalite-bearing zones, and
the patchy symplectites penetrated the surviving petalite later under dif-
ferent conditions.

Whatever the origin of these aggregates, the crystallographic control of
the parent petalite over the orientation of the secondary fibrous spodumene
(c*//bn) deserves further study, particularly because it seems to be
strictly enforced despite the considerable volume reduction involved in
the reaction.


